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IJ'JISEXPENSIONS: COLNTERINTUITIVEEFFECTS By John Ca.Ua.han

The pension committee will bring forward a recommendation of unisex pension benefits to be
voted on by the membership of the plan in the new year. We presently use sex-differentiated
tables for the calculation of benefits. Because our plan is a mixture of money purchase and
minimum guarantee, the effects of having unisex benefits are not straightforward. The consul-
ting actuary for the plan has proposedunisex factors which have different effects for the
money purchase and minimum guarantee options.

(1) Money Purchase

Under the money purchase option a member has upon retirement a balance in an account which is
used to pay a pension. Consider the following example:

Money purchase balance at age

Life only pension from age 65

Optional pension examples:

Life, guaranteed 10 years*

50% Surviving spouse**

PROPOSEDFACTORS

Male/Female

$100,000

10,526

9,685

9,303

Using the proposed factors, there would be a decrease in pensions for men and an increase for
women. The decrease in male pensions would be smaller than the increase for women.

These figures substantiate the intuitive idea that, since statistically women 1ive longer, they
get smaller pension payments than men when sex-differentiated tables are used. Note, however,
that when the available options are considered women become similar to men, actuarially speak-
ing, in terms of total pension payout. That is, under optional plans sex-differentiation ef-
fects are decreased. This creates some counterintuitive or unexpected results when the mini-
mum guarantee alternative is considered.

(i i) Minimum Guarantee

Under the minimum guarantee, pensions are related to the length of service and are not sex-
differentiated. The pension plan puts aside a certain reserve to guarantee the pension; since
statistically women live longer, more is put aside for women than for men. Consider the fol-
lowing example: CURRENTFACTORS PROPOSEDFACTORS

Currently, if a member wishes, the amount put aside for the minimum guarantee can be used for
an optional pension. Under these options, our pensions decrease. But note that they decrease
more for men than for women. It is more expensive actuarially to offer a 10 year life guaran-
tee to a man than to a woman, because the chances of the woman's living the full ten years are
higher than they are for a man. Men are in this sense "discriminated against" when sex-differ-
entiated tables are used. Using unisex calculations for the optional minimum guarantee pensions
would therefore raise pensions for males and lower pensions for females.

An additional factor to consider is that approximately 90% of plan members are scheduled to re-
tire on the minimum guarantee over the next few years.

These changes are currently being studied. Opinions are again welcome and you are encouraged
to phone John Callahan at 231-4373.

*A pension which Is guaranteed for a minimum of 10 years, whereby If the retiree dies within 10 years,

of retiring, his or her estate receives the pension benefits paid to the end of the 10 year guarantee.

.*The 50~ surviving spouse option, whereby when a retiree dies leaving a surviving spouse that spouse

receives 50~ of the pension benefits until his or her own death.

CURRENTFACTORS

Male Female

65 $100,000 $100,000

10,860 9,620

9,872 9, 139

9,524 9,014

Male Fema1e Male/Female-
Life only pension from age 65 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000

Optional pensions:

Life, guaranteed 10 years 9,090 9,500 9,201

50% surviving spouse 8,770 9,370 8,838



PROGRESSIN ELlMlNATlOOOF~Ot-1ALlES:
A REPORT00 SALARYAD'1INISTRATIOODURING1981-82 By Lu Copley

The Salary Adjustment Commission provided for in Appendix E (Salary Rationalization) of the
Collective Agreement commenced its second year of operation in September 1981. It did so with
a new composition and a somewhat modified mandate. It was no longer a committee ot" senior aca-

demics agreeable to both parties, but bearing no direct responsibility to either party. In-
stead, it reverted to the tried and true format of a parity committee with each party appointing
two representatives, plus an alternate, who would be responsible to, and under the direction of
their principals. The reasons for the change were several and are beyond the~cope of this arti-
cle to explain. However, there is ample a po~t~o~ justification for the chang~s; over four

times as much money was spent adjusting individual salaries upwaTd in 1981-82 than in 1980-81.
The 1981-82 membership of the Commission consisted of Professors B. Wand and B. Rutland (alter-

nate) and myself for the union, and Dr. D.J. Brown, Dean S. Riordan and Mr. B. McFadyen (alter-
nate) for the employer.

The Commission's work is to consider salaries that are either anomalously low, anomalously high,

potentially requiring upward adjustment on the basis of equity or of special merit, or potenti-
a11y requiring adjustment to reflect current market conditions. The total number of individuals
that fell within the first three of these categories was somewhat in excess of 140, or approxi-

mately ! of Car1eton's faculty members. Thus, not surprisingly, these three categories fully
occupied the Commission until we11 into May of this year.

The Commission identified an individual's salary as being anomalously low if it fell below the

lower limit appropriate to that person's rank. These lower limits, as well as upper limits and
a standard progress curve, are defined in Appendix E. The Commission quickly concluded that it
was inappropriate and unjust for anyone to continue to suffer a salary below the approp~iate
10wer limit. Accordingly, it recommended that everyone in this category have his/her salary
raised, with the increases to be effective as of May I, 1980. This recommendation was accepted

by President Beckel, who then ordered the prescribed increases. The total cost to the Adjust-

ment and ~nomaly Fund of this action was $38,172, which was distributed among eight benefici-
aries. The individual amounts varied all the way from $393 to $11,789, illustrating the range
of inadequate compensation which had existed prior to this action.

Anomalously high salaries are those that fall above the appropriate upper limit defined in Ap-

pendix E. In the case of associate and full professors, these anomalies could all be attribu-
ted to high starting salaries made necessary by market conditions that are stili in effect.
Consequently, the Commission concluded that no corrective action was necessary.

In the case of assi,stant professors, the most common reason for an individual's salary exceeding
the upper limit is that he/she has failed to obtain promotion within the normal time period. To
avoid the possibility of being perceived as passing judgement on decisions made by promotion com-

mittees, the Commission adopted the fpllowing principle: if an assistant professor whose salary

Is above the upper limit has held that rank for eight or more years, and if there are no "special
circumstances" to explain his/her failure to obtain a promotion to associate professor, a recom-
mendation to withhold his/her next CDI sha11 be made to the President.'

The term "special circumstances" was not defined precisely. Instead, individuals were identi-
fied on a case'by case basis and included the obvious (medical problems) as well as the not so

obvious (the inherent limitations on scholarly productivity in the case of faculty transfers).

Twenty-seven cases had to be considered 'by the Commission. I contacted each of these individu-
a1s to solicit information that wou1d assist me in arguing that "specia1 circumstances" existed
In their case. In the end, two sub-sets of these individuals did not require my arguments. One

of these consisted of six individuals whose promotion was approved in the spring, and the other
of two individuals who were saved by the raising of the upper limit during the recent contract
negotiations. The final result, after an exhaustive and exhausting analysis, was a recommenda-
tion to withh01d a CDI from only nine of the 27 faculty members initia11y identified.

The bulk of the Commission's work was committed to 'a review of individua1 salaries that had been
Identified as potentially requiring upward adjustment. Most cases were brought to the attention

of the Commission either by the appropriate dean or by direct application by the individual to
the President or to CUASA. The few remaining cases were identified by the Commission itself
from a computer printout of facu1ty salaries. The C011ective Agreement identifies four situa-

tions 'inwhich upward adjustment may be necessary: special merit, obvious inequity, offers of
a1ternative emp10yment and market differentials. In this phase of its work the Commission con-
sidered only the first three of these.

The information the Commission had availab1e to it consisted of curriculum vita~, a sa1ary his-

tory and age for each individual under consideration. In addition, we had access to the salary
and number of years since first degree, last degree, appointment to Carleton, and last promotion
of everyore in the bargain,ing unit. We also sought a recommendation, with supporting arguments,
from each individual's dean. Final1y, the ~ase of facultywho had not been brought to our atten-
tion by their dean, I solicited the individuals in question to provide any additional informa-
tion they might obtain that would help the Commissionmake an appropriateassessment'oftheir
contributions to the university. This additona1 information often took the form of peer evalua-
tion, usually by the individua1's chairman.

A careful evaluation of so much information (my c011ection fi11s.a 1arge cardboard carton) re-

quires a great deal of time. It is not surprising, therefore, that decisions were not forth-

coming as quickly as some would have 1iked. Nevertheless,the bu1k of this part of the
Commission'swor~ was comp1eted by the end of January. The result was the upward adjustment of
44 salaries by amounts varying between $1000 and $3800: The tota1 charge against the 1981-82

adjustment 'fund was $23,341. This latter figure is deceptlvely sma11 because only that part of
the increases paid in the 1981-82 salary year is charged against the fund.

The final phase of our work in 1981-82 was devoted to the question of market differentials, a

project which will continue to preoccupy the Commission wel1 into the 1982-83 sa1ary year. This
is arguably the most complex prob1em the'Commission has to address and, since the long term im-
plications for the salary structure at.Carleton are considerable, it Is one which must be
addressed with the greatest care.

In addition to the onerous workload whlc~ this Implies, the Commission Is committed to designing

sa1ary rationa1ization plans for Instructorsand librarians In 1982-83. If we can continue to
enjoy the same unity of purpose and 1eve1 of cooperation from the parties that we experienced in
1981-82, we should be ab1e to comp1ete a11 three assignments during the coming year.


